We read with great interest the article by Kim et al. (1) , titled "Appendiceal immunoglobulin G4-related disease mimicking appendiceal tumor or appendicitis: a case report," that described the first report of immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4)-related disease involving appendix. The authors emphasized the significance of recognizing this relatively recent entity in the differential diagnosis for a massforming lesion to avoid unnecessary surgery.
We encountered a similar scenario, in which a patient was presented with signs and symptoms of appendicitis, accompanied by a mass-forming lesion. This raised a clinical concern of neoplasm, therefore hemicolectomy was conducted as a curative option. Upon pathological evaluation, the lesion revealed a chronic fibro-inflammatory process with lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate of which, the IgG4 subset accounted for > 50 percent overall and > 100/ high power field in high density areas accompanied by Letter to the Editor obliterative phlebitis and arteritis, confirming diagnosis as IgG4-related appendiceal disease. We agree with the authors that IgG4-related disease must be better recognized to avoid unnecessary or excessive surgery. However, this diagnosis may only be established using stringent histologic criteria. We share our experience to increase diagnostic awareness of IgG4-related disease and add comments on diagnostic criteria.
An international committee comprised of 35 experts formulated guidelines for pathological diagnosis at the International Symposium on IgG4-related disease held in Boston, Massachusetts in 2012 (2). Histopathological features included 1) a dense lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate, 2) a storiform pattern of fibrosis, and 3) obliterative phlebitis. The committee concluded that IgG4 ratio is of secondary significance because other inflammatory lesions may be present with a high number of IgG4+ plasma cells because of an abundance of plasma cells. Other minor features included eosinophilia, phlebitis without obliteration, increased IgG4 in serum level, and response to glucocorticoid treatment.
Kim et al.
(1) described subserosal inflammatory cell infiltration mostly constituted by plasma cells with immunohistochemistry stains validating significantly increased IgG4 subset. The authors stated the absence of more specific and diagnostic storiform fibrosis or obliterative phlebitis. In contrast, our case (manuscript under preparation), demonstrated all three histopathologic features, making it the first IgG4-related disease of appendicitis to our knowledge that fully satisfied all the pathological diagnostic criteria for this disease. Our case was also unique in that there was a concomitant significant dendritic cell hyperplasia marked by diffuse positivity for S100, that may play a pathophysiologic role in this entity and by itself may mimic a mass-forming lesion.
In conclusion, IgG4-related disease may be present in rare locations, including the appendix. This newly described entity of the last decade deserves increased recognition due to clinical implication and morbidity.
